Green supplier selection aims to choose the best supplier, among several alternatives, taking into account not only traditional criteria such as cost and quality of service or product, but also considering the ability to produce these products or services fulfilling environmental standards or regulations and with the least negative impact on the environment. In real green selection contexts, sometimes a single static evaluation of suppliers is not enough for a conclusive decision and it is necessary to analyze suppliers' evolution throughout different moments. Obviously, some parameters are not constant over time, rather they are dynamic and change from one period to another. Consequently, decisions about suppliers take place in a dynamic environment, where the final decision is made after an exploratory process. Besides, the available information is vague or imprecise that does not involve probabilistic uncertainty. In such situations, the use of 2-tuple linguistic model provides a convenient way to represent linguistic assessments through linguistic variables and to model uncertainty. In this paper, the main focus is on finding the right supplier by using a multi-criteria multiperiod decision making approach based on the 2-tuple linguistic computational model.
Introduction
Since organizations and companies dedicated to projects development become increasingly dependent on suppliers, the effectiveness in decision making for suppliers selection also becomes an essential success factor. Effective processes for supplier evaluation and selection directly impact supply chain performance and consequently organizational productivity and profitability. Some authors have identified as factors determining the complexity of supplier selection, the following [1, 2] : 1) Combinations of different decision rules derived from the buying process internal and external constraints. 2) Multiple criteria, both qualitative and quantitative, that may be conflictive. 3) Involvement of many alternatives. 4) The number of decision makers. 5) The various types of uncertainty.
Ho et al. [3] found that quality, delivery, price/cost and manufacturing capability are the most popular conventional criteria for decision makers in evaluating and selecting the most appropriate supplier.
As many conflicting factors should be taken into account in the analysis, the supplier selection problem is usually modeled as a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problem in which it is necessary to select the best supplier(s) from a predefined set with respect to such conventional decision criteria [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Recently, there has been an increasing public awareness, government regulation and market pressure on sustainability issues. Companies may not neglect the role of environmental issues if they want to achieve better profit and remain in the market with competitive advantages [7] . This means that balancing the environmental performance with the reduction of time to respond to market demand, the products' cost, the quality improvement and the human resource management, have moved companies to search for better models to find their green suppliers [8, 9] . Green supplier selection is generally intended to involve screening suppliers based on their environmental performance and doing business only with those that meet certain environmental regulations or standards. Integrating the green dimension in the resolution of supplier selection problems implies addressing the relationship between the suppliers evaluation and the natural environment, that is, the influence of the former on the latter.
To consider the environmental performance, different authors have proposed additional "green" attributes. Azzone and Bertele [10] include the external environmental benefit, the environmental benefit, the green image and the environmental adaptability. Similarly, Noci [11] proposed to consider the conformance to environmental specifications, the environmental benefit, the supplier's green image and net life cycle cost. Sarkis and Talluri [12] proposed the environmental design, the life cycle analysis, the comprehensive quality environmental management, the green supply chain and ISO14000 requirements. Lee et al. [13] considered the green image, the pollution control, the environment management, the green product and green competencies. More recently, Govindar et al. found [14] the environmental management system as the most widely considered criterion for green supplier evaluation and selection. Another novel concept is "the greening", introduced by Rao [15] including green marketing, green purchasing, green design, and green production.
The supplier selection is related both, to the definition and evaluation of the criteria, and to the variation of the criteria over time. In the real-world, some parameters such as prices, capacities, and demands are not constant over time, rather are dynamic and vary from period to period. Conventional and green criteria might vary over time, new ones might be considered, or existing ones could turn into irrelevant in different market conditions. Therefore, assessments about suppliers are provided in a changeable environment where the final decision is taken at the end of some exploratory process, i.e., dynamic green supplier selection. In such cases, this valuable exploration of the problem can be performed throughout a multi-period MCDM (MPMCDM) approach, also called dynamic MCDM. Its basic idea is that the input arguments (decision information) are usually collected from different periods and are all considered in the output (final decision) [16, 17] .
Additionally, sometimes due to the complexity and uncertainty of the green supplier evaluation process and the ambiguity of human thinking, experts face objective and subjective limitations to accurately measure the decision attributes. The available information about suppliers is often vague or imprecise, implying non-probabilistic uncertainties. Hence, the attribute values given by the experts cannot be assessed by means of numerical values because of time pressure, personal preferences, lack of knowledge or nature of attributes. In such situations, the use of the fuzzy linguistic approach provides a direct way to manage the uncertainty and model the linguistic assessments by means of linguistic variables. One of the suggested approaches for dealing with linguistic information is the 2-tuple linguistic representation model [2] which can improve the interpretability and usability of the decision making output while prevents loss of information in computations.
The 2-tuple linguistic model has received many attentions in theoretical and practical aspects and significant advances have been made in the research on time independent information aggregation [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , which are effective to aggregate the 2-tuple linguistic information collected in a single period. However, researches on 2-tuple linguistic MPMCDM are few [18] . How to aggregate the 2-tuple linguistic decision information collected at different periods and how to tackle the MPMCDM problems with 2-tuple linguistic information are still very interesting and meaningful research topics. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to these issues.
The aforementioned analyses lead to the following motivations of this work:
• Taking advantage of the 2-tuple linguistic representation model to make the proposed method has the strengths of modeling the uncertainty in supplier selection process as well as increasing the understandability and intuitiveness of its results expressed in linguistic terms.
• Improving and extend the 2-tuple linguistic model by introducing new 2-tuple linguistic dynamic aggregation operators.
• Combining the advantages of both 2-tuple linguistic model and the MPMCDM, and proposing a more powerful green supplier selection approach able to deal with more complex and dynamic evaluation situations which require gathering the uncertain decision information about suppliers in multiple periods.
There are diverse studies on supplier selection [1, 3, 6 ] and green approaches [14] that summarize the different solving methods including data envelopment analysis, cluster analysis, case-based-reasoning systems, decision models for the final choice-phase, linear weighting models, total cost of ownership models, mathematical programming models, statistical models and artificial intelligence based models. Most of these approaches in the literature, employ qualitative or/and quantitative valuations collected in a single decision moment to determine the performance of the supplier. However, some practical applications would benefit from the adoption of an iterative process for considering the evolution of suppliers over time. The approach herein proposed addresses this gap by using as basis a MPMCDM model which enables a more realistic representation of the dynamism of supplier evaluation rather than a static picture of the behavior of suppliers at any given time.
Moreover, the use of 2-tuple linguistic representation allows multiple advantages: first, to model the uncertainty inherent in the selection process; second, to manage and integrate multiple linguistic opinions without any loss of information due to the aggregation operations are performed in a continuous domain; and third, to obtain without approximation processes, linguistic results with a higher level of interpretability than simple numbers.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews in short the 2-tuple representation model. Section 3 develops some 2-tuple linguistic time dependent aggregation operators. Section 4 introduces the dynamic supplier selection model based on 2-tuple linguistic MPMCDM approach using these operators. In Section 5 a calculation example is pulled into to illustrate the feasibility of our dynamic supplier selection model from the empirical perspective and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries on the 2-Tuple Representation Model
In this section, basic notions of the 2-tuple linguistic representation model are revised since it is the basis of our proposal to support decision processes in green supplier selection.
The 2-tuple linguistic model [27] aimed to improve the accuracy and facilitate the processes of computing with words by treating the linguistic domain as continuous but keeping the linguistic basis (syntax and semantics). It extended the use of indexes modifying the fuzzy linguistic approach by adding a new parameter, so-called symbolic translation.
Definition 1 [27] The symbolic translation is a numerical value assessed in [-0.5,0.5) that supports the "difference of information" between a counting of information β assessed in the interval of granularity [0,g] of the linguistic term set S, and the closest value in {0,…,g} which indicates the index of the closest linguistic term in S. Fig. 1 shows how the symbolic translation value α represents the information difference between the aggregation result β and the index of the closest linguistic term si. This representation model defines the functions ∆ and ∆ −1 to facilitate the CWW processes [27] . Definition 2 [27] Let S={s0,…,sg} be a set of linguistic terms and β ∈ [0. . g] a value supporting the result of a symbolic aggregation operation. A 2-tuple linguistic value that expresses the equivalent information to β is obtained by the function s i : [0, g] ⟶ S � as follows. :̃⟶̃ defined as:
Especially, if = � 1 , 1 , … , 1 �, the 2TWA operator reduces to the 2-tuple arithmetic mean (2TAM) operator:
Since multiple decision problems take place in an environment that changes over time, it is important to consider the time dimension to model and solve the problems. Liu et al. [28] extended the 2-tuple weighted average operator to deal with time dependent or dynamic information.
� � � be a collection of q 2-tuple arguments collected from q different periods = {( )| ∈ (1, … , )}, , whose weights are given by the weighting vector W T , then the function 2 :̃⟶̃ defined as:
is called a 2-tuple Dynamic Weighted Averaging aggregation operator, 2TDWA. Especially, if = � 1 , 1 , … , 1 �, the TDWA operator reduces to the TDA operator:
New 2-tuple time dependent aggregation operators
In order to deal with more complex and dynamic aggregation environments, in what follows, based on the Liu et al. [28] idea, new 2-tuple time dependent aggregation operators will be defined.
� � � be a collection of q 2-tuple arguments collected from q different periods, = {( )| ∈ (1, … , )}, whose weights are given by the weighting vector W T , then the function 2 :̃⟶̃ defined as:
is called a 2-tuple Dynamic Weighted Geometric aggregation operator, 2 .
Especially, if = � 1 , 1 , … , 1 �, the 2 operator reduces to the TDA operator:
is called a 2-tuple Dynamic Ordered Weighted Averaging aggregation operator, 2TDOWA, where ( , ) is the j-th largest of the ( , ) ( ) values.
Definition 7
Let X = �(s 1 , α 1 ) (t 1 ) , … , (s q , α q ) �t q � � be a collection of q 2-tuple arguments collected from q different periods, T = {(t λ )|λ ∈ (1, … , q)}, whose weights are given by the weighting vector W T , then the function 2TDOWG: S � q ⟶ S � defined as:
is called a 2-tuple Dynamic Ordered Weighted Geometric aggregation operator, 2TDOWG, where ( , ) is the j-th largest of the ( , ) ( ) values. As a matter of fact, one key aspect in handling the MPMCDM problem with time dependent aggregation operators is to determine the period weighting vector. It can be given by decision maker(s) directly or it can also be computed by other methods.
Dynamic supplier selection based on 2-tuple linguistic MPMCDM approach
In this section we consider the 2-tuple linguistic multiperiod approach for solving dynamic supplier selection problems, in which all the attribute values, provided by multiple experts at different periods, take the form of linguistic variables.
A dynamic supplier selection problem with linguistic assessments can be described as follows: Let = {( )| ∈ (1, … , )}, a discrete set of q periods. At every period ( ) = { ( ) | ∈ (1, . . . , )}, be a set of suppliers and ( ) = { ( ) │ ∈ (1, … , ) } be the set of experts assessing the suppliers according to the set of criteria ( ) = { ( ) | ∈ (1, . . . , )} whose weights are given by the weighting vector ( ) = ( ( ) | ∈ (1, . . . , )). The preference provided by expert ∈ ( ) about supplier ∈ ( ) according to criterion ∈ ( ) is represented by a linguistic term ( ) .
To get the best supplier(s), we now develop an approach based on applying 2-tuple linguistic dynamic aggregation operators to linguistic MPMCDM. The main decision flowchart is depicted in Fig. 2 . In summary, the proposed approach is composed by five steps.
We want to remark that Steps 1 to 3 aim to decompose the dynamic supplier selection problem into a set of conventional simple problems, corresponding to the q periods considered in the holistic problem. In this iterative way, in Step 1, 2-tuple linguistic matrices are constructed from the simple linguistic judgments provided by experts; in Step 2, these 2-tuple linguistic matrices are aggregated in order to obtain a collective value for each criterion; and in
Step 3 the resulting matrices are aggregated to obtain the collective value for each supplier in one single period. If the exploratory procedure is extended to a new period, Steps 1 to 3 are executed again. At the end of this repetitive analysis,
Step 4 is the final aggregation phase that computes a dynamic collective assessment for each supplier. To do this, timedependent aggregation operators should be used. Finally, in
Step 5 the dynamic collective assessments are ranked to choose the best supplier among the alternative ones. Step 1: Constructing the linguistic decision matrices � ( ) � × and transforming them into linguistic 2-tuple decision matrices.
The conversion of a linguistic term sx into a linguistic 2-tuple (sx,0) consists of adding a value 0 as symbolic translation due to α=0 represents no difference from the original value β to the transformed index x.
Step 2: Utilizing a classical 2-tuple aggregation operator and the weighting vector Wc for computing a collective value for each criterion for each period.
�̇(
Step 3: Utilizing a classical 2-tuple aggregation operator for computing non-dynamic evaluation for each supplier for each period.
�̈(
Step 4: Utilizing one of the 2-tuple Time Dependent (2TTD) aggregation operators introduced in Section 3 for computing dynamic evaluation for each supplier, if no other period will be considered in the multi-period exploratory process.
The aggregation operators applied in Steps 2 to 5 are not inter-dependent or correlated and the selection is determined by the characteristics of the supplier selection problem and the needs of decision makers.
Step 5: Ranking suppliers in accordance with ⃛ ( ) values and selecting the most desirable one(s). Let us suppose two 2-tuple linguistic values, ( , 1 ) and ( , 2 ), the comparison is as follows:
Illustrative Example
To better understand how the linguistic MPMCDM approach can be applied to the dynamic supplier selection problem, we now work through a small illustrative example. The main objective here is the selection of best supplier in a dynamic environment, for an organization dedicated to projects development. For simplicity, we consider a fixed set of four suppliers = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 }. The attributes which are considered here in selection of the four possible suppliers are:
• Green capability (c1): The ability to prepare, produce and deliver green products based on environmental standards.
• Price (c2): The total cost of products offered as the price.
• Environmental management system (c3): Applying any environmental management systems.
• Green design (c4): A systematic method to reduce the environmental impact of products and processes. Three experts provide assessment information on C in order to prioritize suppliers with respect to their green performance. In the following we utilize the method developed and give some calculation results to select the appropriate supplier.
Step 1: Experts use the linguistic term set: S={s0: Extremely Low (EL), s1: Very Low (VL), s2: Low (L), s3: Medium (M ), s4: High (H), s5: Very High (VH), s6: Extremely High (EH)}, to provide evaluation information for suppliers in three moments according to the four attributes and construct, respectively, the linguistic decision matrices
as listed in Table 1 . Fig. 3 illustrates the structure and membership functions of each term in the linguistic set.
Step 2: For computing, collective criteria values for suppliers the 2TAM aggregation operator from Definition 3 is used. Results are listed in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 4 . 
VH VH VH H Source: The authors.
Step 3: For computing, non-dynamic evaluation for each supplier the 2TAM is used as in the previous step. Results are listed in Table 3 and illustrated in Fig. 4 . Step 4: The dynamic evaluation for each supplier, is computed for these examples using several dynamic aggregation operators introduced in Section 3. For 2TDWA and 2TDWG the weighting vector for periods is W T = (0.1, 0.3, 0.6) while in contrast for 2TDOWA and 2TDOWG the weighting vector for periods is W T = (0.6, 0.3, 0.1). Dynamic evaluations of suppliers are illustrated in Table 4 .
Step 5: The order of suppliers is obtained by applying the comparison rules for 2-tuples as shown in Table 5 . The different aggregation operators produce different ranking and consequently different best suppliers.
Conclusions
Environmental laws and green production have become significant issues and in competitive markets, companies are required to implement green management practices. In order to process uncertain and dynamic information as precise as possible, and motivated by the idea of 2-tuple linguistic variables, we defined a new linguistic MPMCDM approach for dynamic green supplier selection.
The main advantage of this model is that it can assess uncertain situations with linguistic information provided in different gathering assessment moments due to the final decision requires an exploratory multi-period process in which some parameters vary from one period to another. In this way, it gives a more complete view of the dynamic green supplier selection problem to the decision maker because it considers several 2-tuple linguistic time-dependent aggregation operators. Therefore, the decision maker will use the particular case that is in accordance with his/her interests. The proposed MPMCDM approach allows experts to use linguistic assessment based on their expertise and research background. In this way, they can express their judgments more realistically and accurately and the final results are more reasonable, reliable and closer to the common model of communication of people.
For future research we believe that the evaluation framework can be improved by including not only linguistic terms but also other information domains such as numbers, interval-values and linguistic expressions. A heterogeneous evaluation framework allows modeling the hesitancy and uncertainty in qualitative and quantitative contexts, in a more suitable and flexible manner.
In addition, it would be very interesting to extend our analysis to the case of more sophisticated green supplier situations. This may help to identify other complex decision issues such as the interaction between green criteria and the relative importance of each period in the final result.
In general, the proposed method can solve 2-tuple linguistic MPMCDM problems. Thus, it can be used to supplier selection and other similar evaluation problems.
